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Workspot Offers Complete Workspace as a Service Solution
with New Mac Application
Users can now access work files and applications regardless of personal device preference
May 26, 2015 -- San Francisco, CA -- Workspot (workspot.com), the leading cloud-based provider of
mobile workspace solutions, announced today that they have added Mac support to their Workspot
Enterprise suite. The popular Workspace as a Service solution now offers complete remote access to
business apps and data through a single, streamlined application on Mac in addition to Windows, iOS and
Android.
The Mac application was unveiled in beta today at DEMO in San Francisco. Workspot’s cloud-based
service offers employees complete enterprise mobility, giving users their business applications and files
from personal computers and mobile devices anywhere in the world via the Workspot application.
Unlike other similar solutions on the market, Workspot provides a single client with a frictionless end user
experience. Employees begin by simply opening up the Workpoint client on their personal device and
entering their PIN. After login, the employee is presented with their workspace - a single interface where
they can access all business applications and files. Workspot’s solution combines VPN, app, data and
browsing for the end-user, allowing employees secure frictionless access to their work from anywhere. In
addition, IT administrators can manage their entire workforce, regardless of device, and instantly grant
remote access to applications from a single pane of glass.
“The launch of our Mac application marks a major gain in enterprise mobility and Workspot’s goal to offer
a complete and secure remote workspace on any device for employees,” said Amitabh Sinha, CEO and
co-founder of Workspot. “Mac usage is growing both at home and at work, and our application allows
users to access their business applications and files regardless of device or operating system. In fact,
U.S. Mac sales grew over 18% year over year and with the anticipated arrival of the latest MacBook, that
statistic will only get stronger. It is crucial that we made our service available on Mac in order to match
this growing statistic.”
Key Features of Workspot:





Single Client on Any Device: The workspace client is available on Windows, iOS, Android and
now Mac devices.
60-Minute Setup: IT can set up remote access to their applications in one hour with Workspot’s
streamlined setup and integration process.
IT Infrastructure, Reinvented: Roll out applications securely and quickly to employees on any
device with Workspot’s 100% cloud-based solution, without the pain of deploying anything onpremise or moving anything to a cloud.
Single Pane of Glass Solution: IT can securely deliver and manage any application to any
device using Workspot’s single pane of glass management interface.

Workspot is currently presenting at DEMO at the Mission Bay Conference Center in San Francisco. Its
Mac beta completes its enterprise offering, which includes support for Windows 7 and Windows 8,
Android and iOS. To learn more about Workspot Enterprise, please visit workspot.com.
# # #
About Workspot
Workspot, the leading cloud-based provider of mobile workspace solutions, is the fastest and simplest
solution for enterprise mobility. In 60 minutes, Workspot solves the corporate challenge of securely
delivering apps and data to any device with a single frictionless user experience across mobile, Mac and
PC platforms. Workspot connects all mobile users to all apps and data with zero footprint in the
datacenter and without migrating data to the cloud. Based in Cupertino, California, Workspot is
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recognized by Gartner as a “Cool Vendor” in endpoint computing. For more information, visit
www.workspot.com.
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